
MAY 31, 1982 NO. 6A POWER PANEL 
(Card No. 2) 

Consists of two standard SLc •:•-96 equipment shelves and includes a pair of protection blocks at the top. 

A.T.&T.CO. 
STANDARD 

Intended to accept the WH15 line feed converter (LFC) circuit pack as a plug-in. As many as 25 LFC circuit packs may be 
plugged into the panel thereby providing a match to the No. 475-type, and the No. 818, 819-type repeater cases which accom
modate up to 25 repeaters. 

The right side of both shelves contain fu ses for each LFC position and for an alarm relay circuit. A terminal strip for wiring in 
external alarms, such as a door alarm, is located on the right side of the first (lower) shelf and an order wire block is located 
on the second (upper) shelf adjacent to the fuse blocks. The first shelf accommodates the first 13 LFC plug-ins and the second 
shelf accommodates the remaining 12 LFC plug-ins. 

Provides an alarm relay closure when an alarm condition is detected from the No. 3A battery charger, from the external alarm 
terminal (door alarms), or when the alarm fuse blows. This alarm closure can be accessed on a protected pair to indicate a 
remote power feed terminal alarm. A cable pair is needed to send the alarm to the central office or remote terminal. If a LFC 
fuse blows, no alarm is indicated. 

Rear surface wiring provides interconnection between circuit packs, fuses and protection panel. Flying lead connectors provide 
external connections to the No. 3A battery charger and digital lines. 

Designed to mount into any 23 inch wide frame. 
Overall dimensions are approximately 12.50 inches high by 23.00 inches wide by 12.00 inches deep. 
Initial use : "SLc•:•"-96 Subscriber Loop Carrier System, Remote Power Feed Terminal (RPFT) . 
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